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Abstract The exact mechanisms of action behind anesthetics

and analgesics are still unclear. Much attention was focused on

ion channels in the central nervous system as targets for anes-

thetics and analgesics in the 1980s. During the 1990s, major

advances were made in our understanding of the physiology

and pharmacology of G protein coupled receptor (GPCR) sig-

naling. Thus, several lines of studies have shown that G protein

coupled receptors (GPCRs) are one of the targets for anesthetics

and analgesics and especially, that some of them inhibit the

functions of GPCRs, i.e,, muscarinic receptors and substance P

receptors. However, these studies had been focused on only Gq

coupled receptors. There has been little work on Gs- and Gi-

coupled receptors. In the last decade, a new assay system, using

chimera Gi/o-coupled receptor fused to Gqi5, has been estab-

lished and the effects of anesthetics and analgesics on the

function of Gi-coupled receptors is now more easily studied.

This review highlights the recent progress of the studies

regarding the effects of anesthetics and analgesics on GPCRs.

Keywords Anesthetics � Analgesics � G protein-coupled

receptor

Introduction

In the 1990s, the effects of anesthetics on voltage- and

ligand-gated ion channels have been the focus of several

studies [1–4]. However, the mechanisms of anesthetics and

analgesics actions are still not known well. The G protein

coupled receptors (GPCRs) are not only the largest protein

family in the human genome but are also the single biggest

target for many drugs (Fig. 1; Table 1). Recent research

about GPCRs is therefore growing at a fast pace and the

range of techniques that can be applied to GPCRs is vast

and continues to grow in our understanding of the physi-

ology and pharmacology of G protein coupled receptor

(GPCR) signaling. Further studies have shown that GPCRs

are targets for anesthetics [5]. As compared with ion

ligand-gated ion channels, less is known about the mech-

anisms of action of anesthetics on GPCRs. In this review,

we present the recent progress of the research on the effects

of anesthetics and analgesics on GPCRs.

The effect of anesthetics and analgesics on Gq protein

coupled receptors

The main focus of GPCR anesthetics and analgesics

research has often been concentrated on Gq-coupled

receptors (Tables 2, 3). Because Gq coupled receptors leads

to intracellular Ca2? elevation, the effects of anesthetics

and analgesics on Gq coupled receptors have been well

studied using the Xenopus oocyte expression system

(Fig. 2). The Xenopus oocyte expression system has been

used to study a multiplicity of brain receptors with phar-

macological properties that mimic those of native brain

receptors [2]. Stimulation of Gq coupled receptors results in

activation of Ca2?-activated Cl- currents in Xenopus

oocytes [6–9]; stimulation of Gq coupled receptors leads to

G protein-dependent activation of phospholipase C,

resulting in the formation of IP3 and diacylglycerol. The

IP3 causes the release of Ca2? from the endoplasmic
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reticulum, which in turn triggers the opening of

Ca2?-activated Cl- channels in Xenopus oocytes. This

system has been well characterized, and has proven useful

for studying the effects of anesthetics and analgesics on Gq

coupled receptors.

Muscarinic acetylcholine receptors

In Gq coupled receptors, muscarinic acetylcholine recep-

tors (MRs) have been paid much attention to as the target

of the anesthetics and analgesics. This is because MRs are

involved in various neuronal functions in the central

nervous system (CNS) and the autonomic nervous system

[10]. Cholinergic antagonism interferes with learning

behavior, whereas cholinesterase inhibitors enhance

learning [11]. Furthermore, the inhibition of MRs lead to

sedation or non-rapid eye movement sleep [12]. The ther-

apeutic potential of muscarinic antagonists is compromised

by several effects on the autonomic nervous system,

including dry mouth, tachycardia, constipation, urinary

retention, and pupillary dilation [13]. Recent molecular

cloning studies have revealed the existence of five subtypes

of MRs (M1R-M5R) [14, 15]. Using pharmacological

techniques, many of the muscarinic responses in peripheral

tissues have been studied thoroughly. However, relatively

little is known about the functional roles of individual

subtypes of MRs in the CNS. Recent studies of their ana-

tomic distribution have been used to predict their functions

in the CNS. For example, cortical and hippocampal M1R

are involved in memory and learning [16].

To date, several investigators have studied the effects of

anesthetics on MRs. Anthony et al. [17] reported that

chloroform, enflurane, isoflurane and halothane increased

the affinity of [3H]methylscopolamine([3H]MS) binding,

but did not affect the number of [3H]MS binding sites in

the rat brainstem. Isoflurane inhibits muscarinic receptor-

evoked cyclic GMP production in cultured bovine adrenal

medullary cells, suggesting that isoflurane inhibits M1R

[18]. Lin et al. [19] showed that enflurane inhibits the

function of mouse and human brain phosphatidylinositol-

linked MRs expressed in Xenopus oocytes.

There have been several reports on the effects of volatile

anesthetics on recombinant MRs using the Xenopus oocyte

expression system. Halothane inhibits signaling via M1R

expressed in Xenopus oocytes [6–12]. Desflurane has a

biphasic effect on M1R signaling, enhancing it at lower

concentrations, but depressing it at higher concentrations

and a similar, although not significant, trend was observed

with M3R signaling [20]. Isoflurane has no effect on M1R

signaling, but inhibits M3R signaling [20, 21]. Sevoflurane

depresses the function of M1R and M3R signaling in a

dose-dependent manner [22]. Similar to its known effect on

M1R signaling, halothane also depresses M3R function

dose-dependently [22].

There are several reports on the inhibitory effects of

intravenous anesthetics, ketamine, propofol, thiopental,

alphaxalone and an a2-adrenoceptor agonist, dexmede-

tomidine. Durieux [23] reported that ketamine profoundly

inhibits muscarinic signaling. Nagase et al. [24] reported

that propofol inhibits M1R-mediated signal transduction at

the receptor site or the site of interaction between the

receptor and associated G proteins. Shiraishi et al. [25]

recently reported the inhibitory effects of alphaxalone on

M1R and M3R expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Dexmede-

tomidine has little effect on the M1R function expressing in

Table 1 Signaling of G protein coupled receptor

G protein Gq Gi/o Gs

Effecter PLC: Adenylate

cyclase;
Adenylate

cyclase:

Second

messenger

IP3 : cAMP; cAMP:

DAG:

Intracellar

reaction

PKC:
Ca2?:

PKA; PKA:

Receptor M1 M2 b-Adrenergic

M3 l Opioid

Substance

P

Orexin 1

5HT2A

mGluR1

mGluR1

Table 2 The effects of volatile anesthetics on Gq coupled receptor

function

Halothane Isoflurane Enflurane Desflurane Sevoflurane

M1 ; ? ;: ;

M3 ; ; ? ;

5HT2A ;

5HT2C ; ;

mGluR1 ?

mGluR5 ;

Substance P ; ; ; ;

Orexin 1 ; ; ;

Effecter

PLC etc

Second messenger
Cyclic AMP, Ca2+ etc

Agonist

Several classes of G protein 

Gq Gi Go Gs G12/13

α
β

γ

Fig. 1 Intracellular signaling of G protein coupled receptor
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Xenopus oocytes expressing M1Rs. In contrast, dexmede-

tomidine inhibited the ACh-induced currents in Xenopus

oocytes expressing M3Rs [26].

Local anesthetics also inhibit MRs. Clinically relevant

concentrations of lidocaine inhibit M1R signaling [27–29].

Hollmann et al. [27–30] suggested that the major site of

action is an extracellular domain of the muscarinic recep-

tor; the N-terminus and third extracellular loop of the M1R

molecule were identified as necessary for extracellular

inhibition by charged LA, and the intracellular effect of LA

most likely takes place at the Gaq-subunit.

There have been several reports with evidence that

showed the effects of analgesics. The effects of tramadol

on MRs have been well studied. Information on the effects

of tramadol on MRs is scarce. In a rat brain binding

experiment, Frink et al. [31] showed that tramadol and its

metabolite, O-desmethyl tramadol (ODT), have no affinity

for M1R. We investigated the effects of tramadol on M1R

in two different systems, a Xenopus oocyte expression

system and on cultured bovine adrenal medullary cells.

Tramadol competitively inhibited acetylcholine (ACh)-

induced currents in Xenopus oocytes expressing the M1R

[32]. In cultured bovine adrenal medullary cells, tramadol

suppressed muscarine-induced cyclic GMP accumulation

and inhibited the specific binding of [3H]-quinuclidinyl

benzilate (QNB) [32]. These findings suggest that tramadol

inhibits MR function via QNB-binding sites. We also

investigated the effects of tramadol on M3R using the

Xenopus oocytes expression system [33]. Tramadol inhib-

ited ACh-induced currents in oocytes expressing the M3R

and the specific binding of [3H]-QNB, suggesting that

tramadol inhibits M3R function via QNB-binding sites.

This may explain the modulation of neuronal function and

the anticholinergic effects of tramadol in clinical situations.

To confirm the anticholinergic action of tramadol, we

investigated the effects of tramadol on the pH of gastric

juices during anesthesia in order to determine whether

tramadol inhibits the secretion of gastric juices from gastric

glands [34]. After anesthesia was induced, the gastric pH

was measured using pH test paper; then tramadol

(100 mg), famotidine (20 mg), or saline was injected into

the deltoid muscle. The gastric pH was increased by the

same amount in both the tramadol and famotidine groups at

3 h after drug administration, suggesting that tramadol

inhibits the secretion of gastric acid. The effects of the

metabolite ODT on M1R and M3R functions in the

Xenopus oocytes expression system have been reported

[35]; the inhibitory effects of ODT on muscarinic receptors

are different from those of tramadol. ODT inhibits M1R

function but has little effect on M3R function [35].

As mentioned above, there is much evidence that MRs

are the targets of anesthetics and analgesics. By contrast, a

recent report pointed out that MRs do not seem to mediate

the immobilization caused by inhaled anesthetics [36].

Previous studies have focused on Gq-coupled receptors

(M1R and M3R), although, there has been little informa-

tion on the other MRs, such as M2R. More studies are

necessary to reveal the roles of individual MRs in the

mechanisms of anesthetics and analgesics.

IP3

DG

/ 

Gq

GPCR (Gq coupled)

Agonist

[Ca2+]in

IP3R
Endoplasmic

reticulumCa2+ induced 
Cl- current

Fig. 2 Intracellular signaling of Gq coupled receptor expressing in

Xenopus oocytes. Stimulation of Gq coupled receptors results in

activation of Ca2?-activated Cl- currents in Xenopus oocytes;

stimulation of Gq coupled receptors leads to G protein-dependent

activation of phospholipase C, resulting in the formation of IP3

and diacylglycerol. The IP3 causes the release of Ca2? from the

endoplasmic reticulum, which in turn triggers the opening of

Ca2?-activated Cl- channels in Xenopus oocytes

Table 3 The effects of

Intravenous anesthetics and

analgesics on Gq coupled

receptor function

Dex. dexmedetomidine, Pent.
pentobarbiturate, Alph.

alfaxalone, ODT O-desmethyl

tramadol

Dex. Ketamine Propofol Pent. Alph. Tramadol ODT

M1 ? ; ; ; ; ;

M3 ; ; ; ; ?

5HT2A ? ? ?

5HT2C ? ; ;

mGluR1

mGluR5

Substance P ? ; ? ; ? ;

Orexin 1 ? ; ;
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5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT; serotonin) receptors

5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT; serotonin) is a neurotrans-

mitter that is essential for a large number of physiological

processes, including the regulation of vascular and non-

vascular smooth muscle contraction, modulation of platelet

aggregation, and the regulation of appetite, mood, anxiety,

wakefulness, and perception [37, 38]. To mediate this

astonishing array of functions, no fewer than 15 separate

receptors have evolved, of which all but two (5-HT3A and

5-HT3B) are GPCRs [37, 38].

Although seven different families of 5-HT receptors

(5-HTR) have been identified, there is little information on

the effects of anesthetics on G-protein-coupled 5-HTRs.

Several investigators recently studied the effects of anes-

thetics on two types of metabotropic 5HTR. Enflurane

inhibited the function of phosphatidylinositol-linked ace-

tylcholine and 5-HTR [19]. We previously reported the

inhibitory effects of anesthetics on 5-HT2AR in detail.

Halothane decreased 5-HT2AR-mediated responses in a

concentration-dependent manner, and the inhibitory effects

of halothane were attenuated by treatment with the protein

kinase C (PKC) inhibitor GF109203X. These findings

imply that metabotropic 5-HTRs are affected by halothane,

and that these actions may be dependent on the activity of

PKC.

By contrast, the intravenous anesthetics propofol, keta-

mine, pentobarbital, and etomidate did not affect the

functions of 5-HT2AR. Dexmedetomidine has little effect

on the 5-HT2C receptors function expressing in Xenopus

oocytes [7]. Tramadol inhibited 5-HT-induced Cl- currents

at pharmacologically relevant concentrations, and the

mechanism of this inhibitory effect seems to involve

competitive displacement of the 5-HT binding to the

5-HT2CR, rather than via activation of the PKC pathway.

ODT is a more potent analgesic than tramadol. ODT, at

pharmacologically relevant concentrations, inhibited 5-HT-

evoked Ca2?-activated Cl- currents in oocytes that

expressed 5-HT2CR. ODT inhibited the specific binding of

[3H]5-HT by 5-HT2CR expressed in oocytes. ODT altered

the apparent dissociation constant for binding of [3H]5-HT

by 5-HT2CR without changing maximum binding, which

indicated competitive inhibition [39].

There have been several findings with evidence that

5-HTR is a one of the targets of volatile anesthetics, but

intravenous anesthetics do not seem to have an effect on

them. By contrast, a recent report pointed out that tramadol

and metabolite ODT would have inhibition.

Substance P receptors

Substance P receptors (SPR) are widely distributed in the

CNS and peripheral nerves. SP is a neurotransmitter that is

released from C-fibers within nociceptive primary afferent

neurons to the spinal cord and mediates part of the excit-

atory synaptic input to nociceptive neurons at this level

[40–42]. A recent study of mice lacking the gene encoding

SPR showed that the mice had altered pain sensitivity;

nociceptive responses to certain somatic and visceral

noxious stimuli are reduced in SPR knockout mice [43–45].

Accordingly, much attention has been paid to the role of

SPR in anesthetic mechanisms.

Recently, we reported the effects of halothane, isoflu-

rane, enflurane, and diethyl ether on substance P-induced

currents mediated by SPR expressed in Xenopus oocytes

[9]. All of the volatile anesthetics tested inhibited SPR-

induced Ca2?-activated Cl- currents at pharmacologically

relevant concentrations. The PKC inhibitor GF109203X

enhanced the substance P-induced Cl- currents. However,

GF109203X abolished the inhibitory effects of the volatile

anesthetics examined on SPR. These results demonstrate

that halothane, isoflurane, enflurane and diethyl ether

inhibit the function of SPR and suggest that activation of

PKC is involved in the mechanism of action of anesthetics

and ethanol on the inhibitory effects of SPR.

The intravenous anesthetics ketamine and pentobarbital

inhibit SPR-induced currents at pharmacologically relevant

concentrations, while propofol has little effect on the cur-

rents [46]. By contrast, GF109203X did not abolish the

inhibitory effects of ketamine and pentobarbital on sub-

stance P-induced Ca2?-activated Cl- currents. Moreover,

ketamine and pentobarbital inhibited the specific binding of

[3H]-substance P to SPR expressed in Xenopus oocytes.

Scatchard analysis of [3H]SP binding revealed that keta-

mine and pentobarbital decreased the apparent dissociation

constant for binding and maximal binding, indicating

noncompetitive inhibition. The results suggest that keta-

mine and pentobarbital inhibit SPR function.

In contrast to anesthetics, there has been little informa-

tion about the effects of analgesics on SPR. Tramadol has

little effect on SPR expressed in Xenopus oocytes [46]. On

the other hand, we recently reported that inhibitory effects

of ODT have much greater analgesic potency than trama-

dol itself on SPR [47]. In this study, we investigated the

effects of ODT on SPR expressed in Xenopus oocytes by

examining substance P-induced Ca2?-activated Cl- cur-

rents. ODT inhibited the SPR-induced Cl- currents at

pharmacologically relevant concentrations, however,

GF109203X did not abolish the inhibitory effects of ODT

on SP-induced Ca2?-activated Cl- currents. The results

suggest that the ODT inhibits the SPR functions, which

may be independent of activation of PKC-mediated

pathways.

These findings imply that SPR are affected by most

volatile anesthetics and some intravenous anesthetics.

Propofol and tramadol have little effect on the currents.
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However, ketamine, pentobarbital and ODT have inhibi-

tory effects. The mechanisms of inhibition by intravenous

anesthetics are different from those of volatile anesthetics.

Metabotropic glutamate receptors

The metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are dis-

tinct from the other metabotropic receptors in that they are

much larger proteins and show little sequence similarity to

most members of the GPCR family, although there is

appreciable homology with the c-aminobutyric acid B

(GABAB) receptors [48]. The mGluRs are important

modulators of synaptic transmission in the mammalian

CNS, and are believed to play roles in memory and

learning. Therefore, it was of interest to determine whether

anesthetics and analgesics affect the function of these

receptors. The mGluRs form a family of receptors with

eight different subtypes (mGluR1-8 [49, 50]). Based on

their pharmacology, second messenger coupling, and

sequence differences, these receptors can be divided into

Classes I (mGluR1 and mGluR5), II (mGluR2 and

mGluR3), and III (mGluR4 and mGluR6-8) [51]. The Class

I receptors are linked to learning and memory [51] in

pharmacological studies showing that an agonist of

mGluR1 and mGluR5 enhances memory and that mutant

mice lacking mGluR1 show deficits in learning and

memory and reduced hippocampal LTP [51–53]. Mice

lacking mGluR1 also display poor motor coordination.

More recently, it was reported that mice lacking mGluR5

show impaired learning and reduced CA1 LTP, but normal

CA3 LTP [54]. In view of the effects of ethanol and

anesthetics on learning, memory, and motor function, it is

of interest to consider the effects of these drugs on Class I

mGluRs.

There are few studies of the effects of anesthetic agents

on mGluRs. Ethanol inhibits quisqualate-induced burst

activity in rat cultured cerebellar Purkinje neurons, which

are mediated by mGluRs [55], and quisqualate-induced

currents in Xenopus oocytes expressing mRNA from rat

cerebellum [56], but does not affect the glutamate-stimu-

lated phospholipase C activity of brain astrocytes [57].

These results suggest that ethanol inhibits some, but not all,

mGluR subtypes, and encouraged us to test the effects of

ethanol and anesthetics on specific mGluR subtypes

expressed in Xenopus oocytes.

The effects of ethanol and halothane, on the function of

mGluR1 and mGluR5 expressed in Xenopus oocytes have

been reported [8]. Halothane and ethanol inhibited

mGluR5-induced Ca2?-activated Cl- currents, yet phar-

macologically relevant concentrations of these compounds

had little effect on the glutamate-induced currents in the

oocytes expressing mGluR1. The GF109203X abolished

the inhibitory effects of halothane and ethanol on

mGluR5s. Conversely, the phosphatase inhibitor calyculin

A prolonged the actions of halothane and ethanol. Fur-

thermore, mutation of a PKC consensus site (Ser890) of

mGluR5 abolished the inhibitory effects of halothane and

ethanol. These results suggest that ethanol and volatile

anesthetics inhibit mGluR5 because they promote PKC-

mediated phosphorylation.

Orexin A receptor

Neurons in the hypothalamus containing the neuropeptide

orexin have been implicated in the control of sleep and

wakefulness and in the pathology of narcolepsy. We have

investigated the effects of volatile anesthetics, ethanol and

intravenous anesthetics on orexin-A-induced Ca2?-acti-

vated Cl- currents using Xenopus oocytes expressing

orexin-1 receptors (OX1Rs) [58]. The volatile anesthetics

isoflurane, enflurane and halothane inhibited Cl- currents

elicited by 1-micromol/l orexin-A. Pentobarbital and ket-

amine also inhibited the action of orexin-A. Dexmede-

tomidine had little inhibition on the orexin A-induced

current in oocytes expressing the OX1Rs [26]. Although

more study would be necessary, these results may, at least

in part, explain the hypnotic effects of these anesthetics.

The effect of anesthetics and analgesics on Gi protein

coupled receptors

The targets of anesthetics and analgesics are not only Gq

coupled receptors; other GPCRs can be targets as well.

There has been little information regarding Gs- and

Gi-coupled receptors, especially. Especially, the Gi coupled

receptors, have been thought of as one of the sites of the

anesthetics and analgesics. However, historically there

have not been convenient assay systems to study the effects

of anesthetics and analgesics on Gi coupled receptors.

Because stimulation of Gi coupled receptors results in

inhibition of cyclic AMP in cells and dose does not affect

the Ca2? elevation; the system has been well characterized,

and has proven useful for studying the effects of intrave-

nous anesthetics on GPCRs.

Recently, several investigators reported assay systems

using chimera G proteins between Gi and Gq for investi-

gation of Gi coupled receptors (Table 4). Coward et al.

[59], have reported that the chimeric G proteins alter

Table 4 The effects of anesthetics on Gi coupled receptor function

Halothane Sevoflurane Ketamine Propofol

M2 ;

l opioid ; ; ; ?
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receptor coupling so that signaling can occur through Gq

and result in mobilization of intracellular calcium stores in

CHO cells. From this evidence, we drew a hypothesis that

it may be able to used for the analysis by injecting both

cRNA the Gi/q chimaeric G proteins (Gi/q) and M2R into

the Xenopus oocytes as well as Gq coupled receptors. To

establish the system, we investigated whether we could

measure if the acetylcholine stimulation leads to activation

of phospholipase C, resulting in the formation of IP3 and

diacylglycerol and the release of Ca2? from the endo-

plasmic reticulum, which in turn triggers the opening of

Ca2?-activated Cl- channels in Xenopus oocytes which

were injected both cRNA and the Gi/q chimera G proteins

and Gi coupled receptor, M2R [60] (Table 4). However,

regarding the established analysis of injecting both cRNA

the Gi/q chimaeric G proteins and M2R into the Xenopus

oocytes as well as Gq coupled receptors, there were some

problems for assay, i.e, low expression rates and low

evoking currents. Recently, in order to improve the Gi/o-

coupled receptor assay system, we made a Gi/o-coupled

receptor fused to Gqi5 (lOR-Gqi5) and expressed it in

Xenopus oocytes [61, 62] (Fig. 3). By using this assay

system, we examined the effects of anesthetics on the

function of lOR (Table 4).

The effects of anesthetics and on M2R

We examined ACh-induced Ca2?-activated Cl– currents in

Xenopus oocytes coexpressing Gi-coupled M2R with the

chimeric Gaqi5 [60]. In oocytes coexpressing M2R and

Gaqi5, halothane inhibited M2R -induced Cl- currents in a

concentration-dependent manner, suggesting that halothane

inhibits M2R-induced cellular responses at clinically rele-

vant concentrations. Treatment with the PKC inhibitor

GF109203X produced a 3.5-fold enhancement of the initial

Cl- currents induced by ACh in oocytes expressing M2R

and Gqi5. The rate of halothane-induced inhibition of Cl-

currents elicited by ACh, however, was not changed in

such oocytes pretreated with GF109203X. These findings

suggest that halothane inhibits the M2R-induced signaling

by acting at sites other than PKC activity.

The effects of anesthetics and analgesics on opioid

receptors

Opioids are commonly used analgesics in clinical practice,

however, the actual role of opioid receptors (OR) in

anesthetic action have been unclear. It has been reported

that OR antagonist naloxone does not affect the anesthetic

potency of halothane in animals [63, 64]. Moreover, nal-

oxone dose does not antagonize the analgesic effects of

inhalation anesthetics [65]. On the other hand, Sarton et al.

[66], reported that S(?) ketamine interacts with the

l-opioid system at supraspinal sites. In order to make clear

the role of ORs in anesthetic action, it would be necessary

to study the direct effects on OR functions.

The ORs belong to the GPCR family and three types of

opioid receptors, l, d and j, have been identified by

molecular cloning [67]. Within three subtypes of these

receptors, lORs are the major receptor to mediate the

analgesic effects of opioids [67]. On the basis of second

messenger signaling, lOR couple to the Gai/o protein to

cause inhibition of adenylate cyclase, inhibition of voltage-

dependent Ca2? channels or activation of G protein-

coupled inwardly rectifying K? channels (GIRKs) [67].

Functions of Gq coupled receptors have been reported to be

modified by some anesthetics and analgesics [5, 68]; as far

as the functions of Gi/o-coupled receptors including lOR

are concerned, much less is known about the direct effects

of anesthetics and analgesics.

We and others have previously used oocytes expressing

GIRK channels for the analysis of the function of Gi/o

protein-coupled receptors such as lOR, 5HT1AR,

GABABR or cannabinoid CB1 receptors [62, 69–71];

GIRKs has been demonstrated as being reporter channels

for assay of the activity of Gi/o-coupled receptors [69].

However, recent reports have revealed that GIRKs are

possible targets for several anesthetics including halothane

[72, 73]. Also, GIRKs have been reported to be possible

targets for alcohol [74]. In such situations, it should be

taken into consideration that functions of either Gi/o-cou-

pled receptors or GIRKs, or both, could be affected by

Gi

ATP cAMP

Agonist

GPCR (Gi coupled)

IP3R

Endoplasmic

reticulum

Beta/gamma

Gi Gq

IP3

[Ca2+]in

IP3R

DG

PKC

Fig. 3 Intracellular signaling in Xenopus oocytes expressing a Gi

coupled receptor fused to chimeric Ga protein Gqi5. Stimulation of Gi/o

coupled receptor fused to Gqi5 leads to Gqi5 protein-dependent

activation of phospholipase C, resulting in the formation of IP3 and

diacylglycerol. The IP3 causes the release of Ca2? from the

endoplasmic reticulum, which in turn triggers the opening of

Ca2?-activated Cl- channels in Xenopus oocytes
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anesthetics if GIRKs are used as reporters [72–74]. Thus,

we employed a lOR fused to Gqi5 (lOR-Gqi5) in the

Xenopus oocyte expression assay system. Accordingly, this

system makes possible the study of the direct effects of

anesthetics on lOR functions.

In our recent report, halothane, ketamine, propofol and

ethanol themselves had no effects on lOR-Gqi5 in oocytes

expressing lOR-Gqi5 [61]. In contrast, ketamine and eth-

anol inhibited the [D-Ala2,N-Me-Phe4,Gly5-ol] enkepha-

lin (DAMGO)-induced Cl- currents at clinically equivalent

concentrations. Halothane and propofol only inhibited the

DAMGO-induced Cl- currents at higher but clinically used

concentrations. These findings suggest that ketamine and

ethanol inhibit the lOR function directly in clinical

practice.

Sevoflurane is commonly used together with opioids in

clinical practice. However, the effects of sevoflurane on

lOR functions are still unclear. Our recent study reveals

that the effects of sevoflurane on the lOR functions were

analyzed by using Xenopus oocytes expressing a lOR

fused to chimeric Ga protein Gqi5 (lOR-Gqi5) [75].

Sevoflurane inhibited the DAMGO-induced Cl- currents at

clinically used concentrations by PKC activation. These

findings suggest that sevoflurane would inhibit the lOR

function in clinical practice. The same as with sevoflurane,

propofol has been commonly used together with opioids

clinically. From the viewpoint of the effects of the opioid

receptors function, propofol may be a better choice than

sevoflurane.

Future directions

Several lines of study have shown that GPCRs are also

targets for them. It has been reported that some anesthetics

inhibit the functions of Gq-coupled receptors, such as M1R.

Although GPCRs are the most numerous therapeutic tar-

gets known, the ligands for approximately two-thirds of

these receptors remain unknown. The challenge in the post-

genomic era is to evaluate the role of these orphan GPCRs

(oGPCRs) in normal physiology and disease, and to

develop new therapies based on this information. Many

oGPCRs are expressed in the brain, suggesting the exis-

tence of unidentified neurotransmitters. Nearly 160 GPCRs

have been identified based on their gene sequence and

ability to interact with known endogenous ligands. How-

ever, an estimated 500–800 additional GPCRs have been

classified as ‘‘orphan’’ receptors (oGPCRs) because their

endogenous ligands have not yet been identified. Given that

known GPCRs are targets for anesthetics and analgesics,

these oGPCRs represent a rich group of receptor targets for

them.

Previous reports show that anesthetics affect the func-

tion of GPCRs, and this suggests that some oGPCRs are the

targets of anesthetics. Several oGPCRs involved in pain

and nociception have been reported [76]. Majane and Yang

[76] reported that neuropeptide FF (NPFF) modulated pain

sensation and morphine analgesia under normal and path-

ological conditions, via both spinal and brain mechanisms

[77]. It would be interesting to study the effects of anes-

thetics on oGPCRs, which modulate pain like NPFF. More

information about orphan GPCRs might help to elucidate

the role of GPCRs in the mechanisms of anesthetics and

analgesics.

The Gs- and Gi-coupled receptors might also be targets

for anesthetics. Compared with Gq coupled GPCRs, there

has been less information which shows the effects of

anesthetics on Gs- and Gi-coupled receptors. The new assay

systems using chimeric G protein [61] could be helpful to

study them and make a role to help clarify their mecha-

nisms .

Conclusion

Until today, ligand-gated ion channels, such as GABA,

have been believed to be the site of action of the anesthetic.

The mechanisms of anesthetics on GPCRs has become

more evident in recent years. The action of anesthetics on

GPCRs could also play an important role for anesthetic

mechanisms. In particular, the effect of anesthetics on Gq

protein coupled receptors has become apparent. The effects

of anesthetics on Gs and Gi protein-coupled receptors are

expected to be studied more in the future. In addition, the

effect of anesthetics on the orphan receptor is not clear in

how it works. It would be interesting to make clear the

effects of anesthetics on these receptors. More time and

more research on the effects of anesthetics for GPCRs,

could make clear the mechanism of action of anesthetic

agents in vivo.
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